
BFCGI Annual Symposium

September 13, 2-5pm

The Business, Faith and the Common Good Symposium is 
an annual fall event which brings academics and practitioners to 
Creighton’s campus to speak about how faith impacts their 
business, how business contributes to the common good, or 
whose vision of the common good is inspired by faith.

Business, Faith and Common Good Institute:
Encouraging Humane Business Practices

"When a gulf between liberal and business education occurs, students get the impression that they are receiving two types of education: one that makes them more human and one that makes them more money." --Michael Naughton

BFCGI Speaker Series

Thursdays 6pm

Our BFCGISpeaker Series contributes to the vibrant academic 
life of the university by bringing in a wide variety of nationally 
and internationally known thinkers who study, write and speak 
on topics related to Business, Faith, and the Common 
Good. Many of them are experts in Catholic Social Thought 
and business, but others represent a variety of protestant 
perspectives as well (Quaker, Lutheran, Presbyterian, 
Evangelical, etc).

BFCG Course
BUS479/MBA779

The goal of this class MBA/Undergrad joint seminar is to expose 
students to a variety of viewpoints about the ways one’s faith and/or 
view of the common good can or should affect one’s business 
practices, and to help students think through these issues for 
themselves. A unique aspect of this seminar style class is that we 
will have many nationally known guest speakers come to interact 
with us.

Who Can Take it?: Juniors, Seniors, and graduate students.

What is the format?  1 night a week for 11 weeks

What assignments are required?  Weekly reading responses, 
final paper, final presentation to class

Businessfaithcommongoodinstitute.wordpress.com

The goal of the BFCG Institute is to help our students and 
community think about how business activities can be integrated 
with the purposes and aims of a life of faith. We seek to explore 
how faith can be fully into business life and practice, so that our life 
of faith and business life are one and the same.

Institute Colleagues

Andy Gustafson, Maggie Knight, Christina McRorrie, Don Lux, 

Fr. Nicky Santos, Davic McPherson, Tom Purcell, Tom Kelly


